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About the eBookThe attorney judgment
and tactical immunity doctrines shield an
attorney from liability for an alleged
mistake where the attorney has honestly
exercised his or her professional judgment
in determining what recommendation or
what procedural or tactical steps to
undertake on behalf of the client. Kirsch v.
Duryea (1978) 21 Cal.3d 303, 308-311;
Davis v. Damrell (1981) 119 Cal.App.3d
883, 887-889. Contrary to the belief of
some attorneys, the attorney judgment
doctrines are not narrowly circumscribed.
Rather, they present a broad array of rules
that operate to protect attorneys when they
are exercising their judgment in various
ways. See generally 2 Mallen & Smith,
Legal Malpractice 19.1-19.4 (West 2009
ed.) The failure to instruct a jury on the
doctrines in a legal malpractice case may
constitute reversible error. Blanks v. Shaw
(2009) 171 Cal.App.4th 336, 378-379.The
general rule with respect to the liability of
an attorney for failure to properly perform
his or her duties to a client is: the attorney,
by accepting employment to give advice or
to render other legal services, impliedly
agrees to use such skill, prudence, and
diligence as lawyers of ordinary skill and
capacity, commonly possess and exercise
in the performance of the tasks which they
undertake.
In short, under such
circumstances, the attorneys conduct meets
the standard of care. Kirsch, supra, 21
Cal.3d at 308 citing several cases. In
addressing breach of duty, the crucial
inquiry is whether [the attorneys] advice
was so legally deficient when it was given
that he [or she] may be found to have failed
to use such skill prudence and diligence as
lawyers of ordinary skill and capacity
commonly possess and exercise in the
performance of the tasks which they
undertake. Blanks v. Shaw, supra, 171
Cal.App.4th at 357 (internal citations
omitted).About the Author: Mark Ellis,
Managing Partner, Ellis Law Group, LLP
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Mark E. Ellis, graduated from the College
of William & Mary in 1982, and received
his law degree cum laude from California
Western School of Law in 1985.He is a
trial lawyer whose practice embraces civil
litigation in both state and federal courts.
He has tried over 60 cases to verdict,
judgment or binding award. Mr. Ellis has
defended hundreds of lawyers sued for
malpractice, malicious prosecution, ethics
violations,
and
other
professional
wrongdoing. He has represented lawyers
and/or law firms in more than 45 trials,
winning virtually every case that reached
final verdict or judgment.Mr. Ellis
regularly writes and speaks on issues
related to lawyers, law firms, and ethics.
Mr. Ellis is certified as a Legal Malpractice
Specialist by the State Bar of California.
Every year since 2004, and again in 2012,
Mr. Ellis has been chosen by other
attorneys as one of the top 5 percent of
lawyers practicing in Northern California,
and he has been named a Northern
California Super Lawyer.Mr. Ellis is also
listed under the specialty of Legal
Malpractice Law in the 2012 and 2013
edition of Best Lawyers in America. This is
the third consecutive year he has been so
honored. His law firm was recently named
in the U.S. News and World Report as one
of the best small law firms in California in
the area of professional malpractice.Mr.
Ellis is the founder and managing partner
of Ellis Law Group LLP in Sacramento,
California.
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Best Lawyers Again Honors Mark Ellis as Legal Malpractice The Defense of the Attorney JudgmentTactical
Immunity Defense an eBook by Mark E. Ellis is now an. 100 Bestseller Maddin, Hauser, Roth & Heller, P.C. Aug
27, 2014 The Tactical Immunity Doctrine in Legal (Mal)practice One example of this occurs when the lawyers
judgment, though based on a good Judgment Immunity: The First Punch in Legal Malpractice Defense The doctrine
of judgmental immunity or the attorney judgment rule provides that his criminal defense trial attorney was not prepared
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for trial and failed to produce attorney would have made a different decision however, tactical decisions Ellis Law
Group News - Ellis Law Group LLP Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Defense of the
Attorney Judgment-Tactical Immunity Doctrine at . Read honest and ABCs of the TCPA, Part 2 by Mark E. Ellis Ellis Law Group LLP Jul 13, 2015 action, arguing that the court had misapplied Floridas judgment immunity
doctrine. immunity to attorneys making good faith tactical decisions or Citizens primary defense to the $1.5 million
elevator claim was that Inlet Illinois Appellate Court Reinstates Legal Malpractice Case And The Defense of the
Attorney JudgmentTactical Immunity Defense provide a complete defense to claims under the Rosenthal FDCPA when
the claims .. In February 2009, the Eastern District of California discussed this doctrine in the Legal Malpractice
Defense Attorneys Northern California The defense ordinarily applies to professional judgments about strategies and
tactics but does Craben: There is nothing strategic or tactical about ignorance. preemption).37 Nor does the judgmental
immunity doctrine protect an attorney. Mark E. Ellis, Sacramento Trial Lawyer & Appellate Attorney Legal If
looking for the ebook The Defense of the Attorney Judgment-Tactical Immunity Doctrine [Kindle. Edition] by Mark
Ellis in pdf form, then you have come on to Attorneys Failure to Join Essential Party May be Malpractice Feb 3,
2014 In Florida, the doctrine of judgmental immunity provides that while an Under the venerable errorin-judgment
rule, if an attorney acting in good faith In order to assert the defense of judgmental immunity, an attorney must
Accordingly, the Inlet court thus concluded that the Defendant attorneys tactical Rosenthal FDCPA: 2008 In Review Ellis Law Group LLP Aug 24, 2016 with an unsettled question of law or a tactical choice between multiple viable
strategies. Typically, the judgmental-immunity doctrine applies when a lawyer But an attorney does not exercise
professional judgment when she the reasonable care element of the judgmental immunity defense. The Mediators
Handbook: Advanced Practice Guide for Civil Litigation - Google Books Result About the eBook. The attorney
judgment and tactical immunity doctrines shield an attorney from liability for an alleged mistake where the attorney has
honestly The Immunities of Lawyers - Lommen Abdo The Defense of the Attorney JudgmentTactical Immunity
Defense In construing the TCPA consistent with California law, in my judgment, .. as well as the jurisdictional doctrine
of lack of standing applied to defeat Mr. Kinders claims. Attorney Judgment Defense to. Legal- . have held that an
attorneys tactical decisions at trial do In California, the judgmental immunity doctrine im- munizes Beyond Right and
Wrong: The Power of Effective Decision Making for - Google Books Result Historically, neither a creditor, nor its
agents (including its attorneys) owed THE DEFENSE OF ATTORNEY JUDGMENTTACTICAL IMMUNITY
DOCTRINE Nelson v. Quarles & Brady, LLP, 2013 IL App (1st - Illinois Courts He is author of the bestselling
E-Book, The Defense of the Attorney JudgmentTactical Immunity Doctrine, which is also a chapter in Best Practices for
Attorneys Failure to Join Essential Party May Be Malpractice D.C. Circuit Gives Narrow Reading to Attorney
Immunity Bloomberg Jun 19, 2015 a particular witness at trial is protected by Floridas judgment immunity doctrine.
immunity to attorneys making good faith tactical decisions or Citizens primary defense to the $1.5 million elevator
claim was that Inlet Second-Guessing Immunity for Trial Attorneys to point out that immunity from suit or liability
affords a lawyer . tles any student of the doctrine to suppose that private . ever, to challenge the strategic and tactical
judgments made by rule on the defense at the outset of the case, judgment. The Defense Of The Attorney
Judgment-Tactical Immunity Oct 9, 2013 From ABA BNA Lawyers Manual on Professional Conduct (D.C. 2009),
which embraced the judgmental immunity doctrine for tactical but nonetheless made a reasoned judgment and tactical
decision to proceed as it did. Articles by the Ellis Law Group - Ellis Law Group LLP Jan 12, 2014 Quarles and
Brady filed a declaratory judgment action on Nelsons behalf against Curia. which discusses the judgmental immunity
doctrine at great length, reversed. of law, when they make informed, good-faith tactical decisions. Quarterback: The
Attorney Judgment Defense to Legal Malpractice Mark E. Ellis - Ellis Law Group LLP He is the author of the
bestselling E-Book, The Defense of the Attorney JudgmentTactical Immunity Doctrine, which is also a chapter in the
paperback Best 11th Circ. Asked To Review Firms Immunity In Malpractice Suit At one level, lawyer-client
communications are confidential by virtue of the attorney-client etc. are shielded from disclosure by the doctrine of
work product immunity. copy of such judgment is in the hands of either a plaintiff or defense lawyer it might afford a
significant tactical advantage to the holder of the information, The Defense of the Attorney Judgment-Tactical
Immunity Doctrine Feb 12, 2014 To combat the propensity of such lawsuits made on judgment calls and to Recently,
the doctrine of judgmental immunity has been confirmed and good faith and tactical decisions that attorneys make at
trial, as demonstrated by Florida courts have applied the defense of judgmental immunity in legal June 29, 2015 Shendell & Pollock The Defense Of The Attorney Judgment-Tactical Immunity. Doctrine [Kindle Edition] By Mark
Ellis. By Mark Ellis. Pinpoint vs. Floodlight Content and Keyword -. The Defense of the Attorney Judgment-Tactical
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Immunity Doctrine Defense. Settlement on behalf of attorney-defendant client. All claims against client .. The Defense
of the Attorney JudgmentTactical Immunity Doctrine Can You Collect Interest on a County Hospital - Ellis Law
Group LLP FLORIDA APPELLATE COURT AFFIRMS SUMMARY JUDGMENT IN LEGAL The attorneys action
in giving legal advice to his client regarding a potential Court was not malpractice, and was protected by the judgmental
immunity defense. Similarly, the lawyer made the tactical decision not to hire an expert witness on Childress Immune
From Malpractice Suit, 11th Circ. Affirms - Law360 Feb 27, 2013 An attorney may be liable for legal malpractice
for failure to join a party, The attorney judgment defense, also known as the judgmental immunity doctrine, then the
lawyer should not be liable for making a good faith tactical Judgmental Immunity Defense Requires Proof of
Strategic Decision Mar 21, 2017 FIRM ATTORNEYS VICTORIOUS IN DEFENSE OF TCPA & FDCPA CLASS .
Defense of the Attorney JudgmentTactical Immunity Doctrine,
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